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Abstract

This paper deals with the calculation of X-ray Elasticity Constants (XEC) of phases
embedded in multi-phase polycrystals. A three scales (macroscopic, pseudo-macroscopic,
mesoscopic) model based on the classical self-consistent formalism is developed in order to
analyse multi-phase effects on XEC values. Simulations are performed for cubic or hexagonal
crystallographic structure phases embedded in several two-phases materials. In fact, it is
demonstrated that XEC vary with the macroscopic stiffness of the whole polycrystal. In
consequence, the constants of one particular phase depend on the elastic behaviour and the
volume fraction of all the phases constituting the material. Now, XEC play a leading role in
pseudo-macroscopic stresses determination by X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) methods. In this
work, a quantitative analysis of the multi-phase effects on stresses determination by XRD
methods was performed. Numerical results will be compared and discussed.
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1 - Introduction

Experimenters require proportionality constants, called X-Ray Elasticity Constants, in order
to determine the residual stress state of a material from X-Ray strain measurements [1].
Apart from effects due to crystallites morphology or orientation (crystalline texture), XEC
depend on several parameters such as the diffracting planes chosen, the nature of each phase
through their elastic mechanical properties, and the volume fraction of the different phases
constituting the multi-phase polycrystal [2]. Methods leading to XEC values determination
are well known in the case of single-phase materials. Experimental and scale transition
simulation schemes (based for example on works [3-9]) yield concordant numerical results in
this particular case. For two phases materials, a more elaborate approach is proposed in the
present paper. Knowing the volume fraction and the mechanical behaviour of the single
crystal of each phase, one needs to calculate the XEC necessary for his experiments. In fact, it
is usually assumed that XEC remain the same in two-phases materials as in single phase ones.
This hypothesis yields straightforwardly to introduce the classical, available in the literature,
values of single-phase XEC in the "sin²ψ" relation, in order to process the experimental
pseudo-macroscopic strain data obtained through measures in two-phases samples, e. g. [1013]. This methods implicitly neglects the effects of the second phase on the mechanical elastic
behaviour of the diffracting volume. It implicitly considers the phase as a connex domain in
which the diffracting volume is fully embedded. The aim of this work consists in the
evaluation of the two-phases effect on the XEC values and its consequences on the stresses
determined by XRD analysis in cubic and hexagonal crystallographic structures.
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2 – One site self-consistent calculation model

2 - 1 - The three scales representation for multi-phase materials : scale transition
formalism

XRD stress determination amounts to a sampling of the material with a set of crystallites
which orientations are well defined. The elastic properties of this set are therefore anisotropic.
It means that a multiscale modeling of XEC should start at the crystallite scale with an
elastically anisotropic formulation. To account for intergranular heterogeneities occurring
during elastic strain, self-consistent approaches are used to express the behavior of
polycrystals. As part of the model, ellipsoidal inclusions, representing a crystallite, are one
after another embedded in an infinite homogeneous equivalent matrix representing the twophases polycrystalline aggregate. It should be remembered that XEC concept is based on an
isotropic elastic behaviour of the matrix. It implies that the material should be assumed as
perfectly disordered. In fact, in the particular case, when the principal axis of ellipsoidal
anisotropic inclusions are statistically oriented, macroscopic stiffness remains isotropic, even
in two-phases materials. This question has been thoroughly investigated by Qiu and Weng
[14]. In the general case, however, when the principal axis are preferentially oriented along a
specific direction, the elastic properties of the homogeneous equivalent medium become
anisotropic. Macroscopic anisotropy can appear in the presence of crystalline texture too [15].
In the considered context, the main consequence of macroscopic anisotropy is that the
classical XEC are no more suitable for the interpretation of XRD strains measurements. It will
often be necessary to introduce the matrix of the stress factors, calculated from the Orientation
Distribution Function (ODF). An example is given by Sprauel and al. in [16].
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First, let us introduce the description of the effective macroscopic mechanical behavior (σ
σΙ, εΙ)
of the polycrystal. The statistical self-consistent framework assumes the following regular
equations deduced from [6, 9, 17] :
σ I = C : ε I , with

{

[

C = c i (Ω ) : I + P : c i (Ω ) − C

σ and ε are the stresses and strains. Superscripts

]}

I

−1

or

i =1,N

II

(1)

on strain and stress tensors denote

respectively macroscopic (first order) and mesoscopic (2nd order) quantities.
C is the effective elastic modulus of the homogeneous equivalent medium (polycrystal).
I is defined by I ijkl =

(δ

ik

δ jl + δ il δ jk )
2

, where δ is the Kronecker symbol.

ci (Ω ) denotes the single crystal elastic stiffness (of the phase i) referred to a sample-fixed
coordinate system whose orientation, in which the orientation of the crystallite is symbolically
denoted by Ω. Hill’s tensor P expresses the local interactions depending on the morphology
assumed for the crystallites [17]. It is linked to Eshelby tensor Sesh by P = C : Sesh. The
integration of the Green’s tensor of the homogeneous equivalent medium over the surface of
an inclusion provides the expression of P. The method is detailed, for example, in [18].
A : B denotes the double scalar product AijklBklmn.
N is the number of phases in a Representative Volume Element (RVE) of the polycrystal. It is
assumed that the average of equation (1) is equivalent to a spatial average over the RVE
(ergodic hypothesis). The average operation is successively done over every orientation Ω for
each phase.
At mesoscopic scale, the stresses σΙΙ(Ω) and strains εΙΙ(Ω) of any inclusion can be expressed
by a similar equation
σ II (Ω ) = c i (Ω ) : ε II (Ω )

(2)

The scale transition formalism relating the macroscopic first order and mesoscopic second
order mechanical states verifies the strain localization law usually described through
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ε II (Ω ) = A (Ω ) : ε I ,

[ {

where

the

localization

A(Ω
Ω)

tensor

} ]

A(Ω ) = P : c i (Ω ) − C + I

−1

is

expressed

by
(3)

A(Ω
Ω) depends on the macroscopic stiffness C which can be calculated iteratively from the
implicit equation (1).
Following Hill [8], the macroscopic strain is obtained by : ε I = ε II (Ω )

(4)

In order to study a multi-phase polycrystal, it is necessary to introduce a pseudo-macroscopic,
intermediate, scale between the mesoscopic and the macroscopic ones. This new level of
representation has been defined by Sprauel so as to simulate the behavior of the different
phases constituting the whole material [19]. Remind that the term “phase” is here employed
in its crystallographic sense : each phase is constituted by every crystallite exhibiting the same
properties (e. g. single crystal elastic constants, …), whatever their orientation Ω. The pseudomacroscopic strain of a given α phase can be defined as the average of the strains over all the
crystallites composing this phase : ε α = ε II (Ω )

(5)

α

The localization law can be obtained from equation (3) :

ε α = A(Ω ) : ε I

α

= A(Ω ) α :ε I

(6)

In consequence, the pseudo-macroscopic stress concentration law would be expressed through

σ α = σ II (Ω )

α

= c α (Ω ) : ε II (Ω )

α

= c α (Ω ) : A(Ω ) : ε I

(7)

α

Using equation (6), it comes : σ α = c α (Ω ) : A(Ω ) : A(Ω )
α

−1
α

: εα

(8)

This relation enables us to define the pseudo-macroscopic stiffness corresponding to a phase
with σ α = C α : ε α

(9)

Comparison between (8) and (9) leads to
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C α = c α (Ω ) : A (Ω ) : A(Ω )

−1
α

α

[ {

} ]

C α = c α (Ω ) : P : c α (Ω ) − C + I

−1
α

[ {

} ]

: P : c α (Ω ) − C + I

(10)

−1 −1
α

This equation is quite different from the corresponding expression of the isolated
polycrystalline single α phase macroscopic stiffness (1) because the properties of the second
phase might have an influence on Cα through the value of C (and thus of P). In fact, equation
(1) is established by considering each phase as a single inclusion whereas in equation (10)
each phase is composed of many crystallites with different orientations. The term
A(Ω )

−1
α

[ {

} ]

= P : c α (Ω ) − C + I

−1 −1
α

might be considered as a deviation factor expressing the

average interaction between α crystallites and the infinite equivalent medium. In
consequence, in a multi-phase material, the nature and the proportion of the other phases
forming the polycrystal affect the average elastic properties of a given α phase. As a result,
the pseudo-macroscopic stiffness of a phase arbitrarily isolated might not be identified to its
macroscopic stiffness, when it is integrated in a multi-phase material.
The reason why Cα is not equal to its single phase value could either be a closure problem of
the self-consistent model or have a physical origin. As a matter of fact, the definition of the
pseudo-macroscopic stress and strain in equations (6) and (7), although intuitive and
consistent with usual definitions, is arbitrary.
Basic tests can be performed to study the expressions obtained. Let us consider a single-phase
material.

The

A(Ω ) = I = A(Ω )

definition

α

of

= A(Ω )

−1
α

the

average

strain

ε I = ε II

implies

that

. In consequence, (10) leads to the expected regular single-

phase implicit relation (1) :

C α = c α (Ω ) : A (Ω )

α

: A (Ω )

−1
α

= c α (Ω ) : A(Ω )

α

[ {

} ]

= c α (Ω ) : P : c α (Ω ) − C α + I

−1
α
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Let us focus on the general case of a n-phases polycrystalline aggregate, containing a volume
fraction fi of any given phase i. Imposing the homogenization conditions (4) and (5) over the
strain localization law (6) gives : A(Ω )

i =1, N

=I.

This expression can also be developed : f α A (Ω )

α

+ ∑ f i A (Ω ) i = I .
i≠α

In consequence, α phase average pseudo-macroscopic localization tensor deviates from the
identity as follows : A(Ω )

α

=

1
1
I− α
α
f
f

∑f

i

A (Ω )

i ≠α

i

N

Where fi is the volume fractions of phase i and ∑ f i = 1 .
i =1

In conclusion, self-consistent model constitutive relations imply that the average pseudomacroscopic localization tensor of a given α phase is necessarily different from the identity.
This results in a deviation between pseudo-macroscopic stiffness and the corresponding
single-phase macroscopic stiffness. Also, this deviation should be considered as the
expression of continuum mechanics fundamental laws rather than as an hypothetical closure
problem of the model. As a matter of fact, it can be considered that the α phase is not a
connex volume. One could intuitively think that its overall properties should be influenced by
the medium that makes it connex. Therefore, as a response to a given average stress, the phase
is not free to deform in its own “macroscopic” way, when it is embedded in other phases. In
consequence, the deviation between single-phase macroscopic stiffness and pseudomacroscopic stiffnesses will be strongly related to the volume fraction and elastic mechanical
properties of these other phases.

The introduction of the pseudo-macroscopic stiffness Cα raises the question of the scale
transition relations existing between the phases and the polycrystalline multi-phase matrix.
According to the strain localization (3), the macroscopic strain can be developed as follows :
ε I = P : c i (Ω ) : ε II (Ω ) − P : C : ε II (Ω ) + ε II (Ω )

(11)
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An averaging of this expression only on α phase crystallites yields :

εI

α

= P : c α (Ω ) : ε II (Ω )

α

− P : C : ε II (Ω )

α

+ ε II (Ω )

α

(12)

ε I , P and C being constant over α phase, these tensors may be factored out of the averages :

ε I = P : c α (Ω ) : ε II (Ω )

α

− P : C : ε II (Ω )

α

+ ε II (Ω )

α

(13)

According to the mesoscopic to pseudomacroscopic averaging equations (5) and (7), one
should obtain :

εI = P : σα − P : C : εα + εα

[ {

} ]

= P : Cα : ε α − P : C : ε α + ε α = P : Cα − C + I : ε α

(14)

Finally, the pseudomacroscopic stresses and strains can be expressed through the macroscopic
strain state, as a function of the pseudomacroscopic and macroscopic stiffness, respectively
given by (14) and (9) :

[ (

) ]

ε α = P : Cα − C + I

[ (

−1

: εI

) ]

σ α =C α : P : C α − C + I

−1

(15)
: εI

(16)

These equations mean that the average stress or strain state of the polycrystalline α-phase can
be obtained through a classical multi-phase self-consistent scheme by considering it as a
single inclusion of stiffness Cα embedded in a homogeneous matrix having the stiffness of the
macroscopic material. However, it should be remembered that the stiffness tensor Cα is not
that of the isolated single α-phase but is given by equation (10). Up to now, the developed
equations are very general. They are therefore valid for a macroscopically anisotropic
(textured) material.
Finally, in order to take into account multi-phase effects in the simulation, it is necessary to
consider three levels in the schematization of the material : the classical grain and polycrystal
levels (mesoscopic and macroscopic scales) and an intermediate pseudo-macroscopic scale
defining the behaviour of each phase. This representation and the associated scale transition
formalism will now be applied to XEC determination.
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2 - 2 - Application to XEC simulation

According to [16, 20], the lattice strain ε αφ,ψ measured in α phase by XRD corresponds to the
integration of the mesoscopic strains (3) over all orientations Ω of the Diffracting Volume
(DV), and their projection on the measurement direction ϕ, ψ :

ε

α
φ, ψ

 sin ψ cos ϕ 


= n . ε (Ω )
. n , with n =  sin ψ sin ϕ 
α DV
 cos ψ 


→t

→

→

II

(17)

Neglecting effects due to crystallographic or morphologic texture, the usual linear relation
between the measured strain and the triaxial pseudo-macroscopic stress undergone by the
α−phase could be developed as follows :

ε ϕα ,ψ =

(

)

1 α α
α
α
S 2 σ 11cos 2 ϕ + σ12
sin2ϕ + σ α22 sin 2 ϕ − σ 33
sin 2 ψ
2
1
α
+ S α2 σ 13
cosϕ + σ α23 sinϕ sin2ψ
2
1
α
α
+ S α2 σ 33
+ S1α σ 11
+ σ α22 + σ α33
2

(

)

(

(18)

)

Substituting the numerical values obtained through (16, 17) in (18) provides a relation leading
α
to the determination of the XEC ½ S α
2 and S1 characteristic of the α−phase embedded in the

multi-phase polycrystal studied.
According to the theory described by Bollenrath, Hauk and Müller [21], the XEC of a given
cubic symmetry phase can be expressed for any {hkl} diffracting plane through :

1
1
S 2 (hkl ) = S 2 (h 00 ) − 3Γ(hkl )S . This expression depends on two main factors : the slope S,
2
2
and the cubic orientation parameter symbolically denoted by Γ. These terms are respectively
given by : Γ(hkl ) =

h 2 k 2 + h 2l2 + k 2l 2

(h 2 + k 2 + l )

2 2

, and S =

1
S 2 (hhh )[A XR − 1] .
2
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AXR denotes the X-Ray anisotropy coefficient of the diffracting phase, corresponding to the
1

following ratio : A XR = 2
1

2

S 2 (h00)

.
S 2 (hhh)

In the same way, XEC of hexagonal symmetry phases verify the following relation due to
Evenschor and Hauk [19] :

1
S 2 (hk.l ) = x1 + x 2 H (hk.l ) + x 3 H 2 (hk.l )
2

Introducing the lattice parameters a and c of the considered structure, the hexagonal
orientation
H (hk.l ) =

parameter

symbolically

l2
2

(

)

4c 2
2
2
  h + k + hk + l
3a

denoted

by

H

is

given

by

:

.

In consequence, for phases exhibiting hexagonal crystallographic structure, ½ S2 values varies
between ½ S2(10.0) = x1 and ½ S2(00.1) = x1 + x2 + x3.

This model has been used to simulate the cases of several two-phases material : duplex steels,
aluminium – β silicon carbide Metal Matrix Composites (MMC), aluminium – diamond
carbon composites, copper – Feα alloys, aluminium – beryllium alloys, aluminium – zinc
alloys and cadmium – zinc alloys. The different systems have been especially chosen in order
to separate the effects of the following parameters on XEC values : single-crystal anisotropy,
crystallographic structure and the ratio of the elastic moduli of the two considered phases.
The micromechanical constants used for each cubic or hexagonal single-crystal inclusion are
respectively given in tables 1 and 2. The two-phases elastic behaviour has been simulated
through a calculus involving 4000 spherical crystallites randomly oriented. The diffracting
volume elastic behaviour has then been determined for each phase and different compositions
of the α + β material : 0% β, 25% β, 50% β, 75% β et 100% β, (this last composition
corresponds to the limiting case of vanishing α phase). Table 3 summarizes the cases of two
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usually encountered materials : duplex steels and aluminium - β silicon carbide MMC. The
localization of a macroscopic stress in the crystallites of the diffracting volume provides
values for the XEC. Results obtained are given in tables 4 and 5 which summarizes the main
elastic heterogeneities and sources of anisotropy of the considered polycrystals. Nevertheless,
XEC do not depend on σΙ. In consequences, the macroscopic loading is arbitrary.

3 – Interphase interactions in two–phases polycrystals

3 – 1 Discussion about multi-phase effects on pseudomacroscopic stiffness values (table
3)

The one site self consistent formalism (10) shows that the pseudo-macroscopic stiffness
tensor of a given phase integrated in a multi-phase material should be different from the
corresponding single-phase material macroscopic stiffness. Pseudo-macroscopic stiffness
obviously varies as a function of the nature and volume fraction of the other phase
constituting the two-phases polycrystal. Nevertheless, it is shown in table 3 that, in most
cases, multi phase effect on pseudo-macroscopic stiffness is usually negligible. Although
pseudo-macro-stiffness varies with the nature and the volume fraction of the other phase, the
bulk modulus K of each phase remains perfectly constant at pseudomacroscopic scale. It is
well known that K values are, since it is an invariant of the stiffness tensor, identical in single
crystal (mesoscopic scale) and in cubic structure single phase polycrystals (macroscopic
scale). In consequence a variation of the bulk modulus would not be physically acceptable.
Results obtained satisfy this criterion. This confirms the numerical validity of the model
developed which implies the deviation of pseudo macro stiffness values in order to ensure the
consistence between the average moduli determined at macroscopic and pseudo-macroscopic
scales, and the elastic behaviour of the inclusions.
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3 – 2 Analyse of multi-phase effects on XEC

Tables (4-5) show that the XEC of a given α−phase generally vary with the volume fraction
of the phase in a given system, and with the nature of the second (β) phase. The model takes
into account multi-phase effects on XEC numerical values. In physical terms, this discrepancy
between XEC of a given phase, calculated in a single-phase material and in a two phases
sample can be explained by the elastic interactions existing between the polycrystalline matrix
and any crystallite. Through these interactions, the mechanical behaviour of α−phase
diffracting volume depends directly on the polycrystalline macroscopic stiffness denoted by
C. Thus, according to (1), the second phase is closely involved in the iterative calculation of C
tensor. In consequence, the presence of the β−phase affects α−phase diffracting volume
mechanical behaviour through its volume fraction and pseudo-macroscopic stiffness Cβ
tensor. This phenomenon can be schematised on figures 1-a and 1-b : α−phase XEC could be
equal in the single-phase sample and in the two-phases polycrystal, if the crystallites of
α diffracting volume were only connected to α grains. This corresponds to the figure labelled
1-a. As part of this particular assumption, an α diffracting inclusion interacts only with a
homogeneous medium having a macroscopic stiffness close to Cα. However, in reality, the
grains of α diffracting volume often have α and β grains as first neighbours simultaneously,
as shown on figure 1-b. The presence of these first neighbours β grains generates interactions
which affect α diffracting volume elastic behaviour. In fact, our model only describes the case
of figure 1-b in an average meaning : the interactions of β grains on the behaviour of α phase
are only taken into account through the average stiffness of the matrix, i.e. the homogeneous
equivalent medium.
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In the case of the MMC aluminium – β SiC, calculated XEC strongly depend on each phase
volume fraction. Similar effects have been observed for several two-phases polycrystals : in
pure cubic structure systems in the case of ferritic steel – copper sample, in pure duplex
hexagonal structure such as cadmium – zinc polycrystal, and in dual structure systems, in the
case of aluminium – zinc polycrystal, for example. This property, characteristic to such twophases polycrystals, results from the mechanical behaviour heterogeneities existing between
the phases.
On the opposite, when the macroscopic behaviour of the two phases is similar, such as in the
case of duplex steels, the XEC do not vary significantly with the volume fraction of each
phase.
In conclusion, in a (α + β) two-phases polycrystal, the XEC of a given α−phase deviates more
and more from the values obtained in the single-phase case, when α−phase volume fraction
tends towards 0, and when α and β have very different elastic behaviour.
In the case of aluminium – diamond like carbon systems, aluminium XEC verify this rule,
while diamond XEC seem not to follow it. In fact, diamond XEC remains almost constant, in
spite of the large mechanical discrepancies existing between the two phases. This result could
be expected in particular cases : a phase with elastically isotropic single crystal keeps its XEC
constant, whatever the two-phases state of the polycrystal in which it is embedded. In fact,
this property is only valid for a macroscopically isotropic material. If the second phase exhibit
a crystallographic or morphologic texture, the overall stiffness tensor will be anisotropic. This
would influence the localisation tensor and thus the elastic behaviour of the diffracting
volume. Diamond like carbon has a single-crystal anisotropy constant Ac close to 1. In
consequence, its XEC are not modified by the polycrystal two-phases state. Similar results
have been obtained on tungsten (Ac=0.98) and to some extent in the case of molybdenum
(Ac=0.91) and TiC (Ac=0.90), according to the single-crystal elastic constants given in [23-
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25]. On the opposite, results obtained on Zinc and Copper emphasize that multi-phases effects
on XEC arise in the case of strongly anisotropic diffracting phases.

4 – Consequences on the stresses determined by XRD analysis on multi-phase samples

As mentioned before, the usual assumption consists in introducing single-phase XEC values
in the “sin²ψ” equation, in order to process numerically the strains measured in two-phases
polycrystals. The results given by our simulations demonstrate that this approach constitutes
an approximation of the polycrystalline sample mechanical effective behaviour. In
consequence, this assumption generates a systematic error δ on the determined stresses. For a
given set of {hkl} diffracting planes, in the case of a material including a volume fraction f of
the analysed phase, one should express this systematic deviation as follow :

()

( )
( )

1
1
2 S2 f − 2 S2 f = 1
δ=
1
2 S2 f = 1

(19)

This relation applied to several two-phases systems yields the curves given on figures 2 and 3.
As part of a residual stress analysis through XRD, the relative error on stresses values due to
experimental and data processes generally remains between 5% and 15% for the considered
phases. The maximal influence of non diffracting phase on the X-ray behaviour of diffracting
phase is given in table 6, where the main properties of the two-phases material simulated are
summarized. Figures 2 and 3 show that the systematic relative error δ resulting from the usual
assumption is often lower than 5%. δ curves confirm the existence of particular Γ0 orientation
values for which XEC are equal in the single phase and in the two-phases material.

It should be noted that our purpose is not to obtain the macroscopic strain in a two phases
material. This objective would be limited to a purely elastic loading and could not give any
valuable information in the case of residual stresses due to stress-free strains such as thermal
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or plastic loading or phase transformation (see for example [19]). Our purpose is to provide a
rigorous scheme to express the average stress of one phase of a multiphase material from the
elastic strains measured by XRD in the same phase, whatever the physical origin of the stress.
To express this mathematically, the measured strain in α-phase can be expressed by :

(

ε αϕ ψ = B

α

)

φψ
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